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Introduction

Tangled is a disney film about a young,lost princess who was kidnapped as a 

baby for her magically long hair. Her kidnapper, whom she believed to be her 

mother, kept her trapped until a thief stumbles upon her and helps her not 

only live a little, but find out the truth about her family. 



Background Information

● Title: Tangled

● Genre: Animation, Adventure, Comedy

● Release date: November 24, 2010

● Rating: PG

● Length: 1 hour 40 minutes

● Director: Nathan Greno, Byron Howard

● Writers: Dan Fogelman,  Jacob Grimm

● Stars: Mandy Moore, Zachary Levi, Donna Murphy



Opinion Statement

In my opinion, Tangled is a 5/5 would recommend family film. It begins and 

ends strong with intriguing events throughout the middle to keep the 

audience interested.



Reason 1- Open Audience/Family-Friendly

Tangles is a movie for all genders, ages, and types. There are some jokes in 

the movie that kids may not understand but adults will but it wouldn’t be 

deemed as inappropriate. The film is not too childish or corny and provides 

enough silliness and adventure for anyone to enjoy.



Reason 2- Combines Romance, Comedy and Animation

A bulk of disney movies are great in some genre areas and lack in others. 

Tangled is a well-balanced film, as it includes the main genre of romance 

between Rapunzel and Flynn. But also incorporates comical scenes and great 

animation of the characters. There are also parts in the movie, where the 

animated characters sing songs in the middle of tasks, which gives a hint of 

musical. 



Reason 3- Unpredictable

Last but not least, Tangled is not as predictable as a great amount of the other 

disney animated films. The incorporation of the biggest thief finding the 

innocent lost princess is all mixed in when they chose to factor in the co-

robbers out to catch Flynn and the “mother” trying to keep Rapunzel locked 

away forever. 



Counter Argument

Many critics feel that the characters are not strong enough to support the 

already weak and cliche story. I honestly disagree because just like in any 

typical disney movies I would have never expected Flynn to climb a tower and 

stumble upon a girl with magical long hair that appears to heal the weak and 

wounded. I would encourage those with bad reviews of the film to watch 

again because it is honestly entertaining and a great film to watch.



Conclusion

In conclusion, the film Tangled should be a serious consideration on your 

movie watchlist because it is family-friendly, combines multiple film genres, 

and is not as predictable as other animated films. 



Trailer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYKpIr1lSG0
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